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Our work has touched on nearly every aspect of glycan arrays

• Worked closely with array developers in designing new arrays (ZBiotech)

• Developed software for the quantification and summarization of array images (SignalFinder Microarray)

• Developed software for interactive and automated analysis of glycan array data (MotifFinder)

• Compiled the analysis of over a thousand datasets into a database of specificities (CarboGrove)
What is a motif?

• A motif is a pattern – commonly a substructure but can be more...
Beyond simply “finding” motifs

From data to insights

We’ll see how this can lead to novel insights in our demo!
Improving accessibility of array data
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Guiding Experimental Design

• Searching CarboGrove terminal HexNAC glycan binding proteins

• Define examples of different presentations of HexNAC and predict binding

• Select a set of lectins which meet the experimental needs and give as much information as possible
Assisting in result interpretation

Questions?
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